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Introduction

Even when we are sleeping, our internet presence is awake.

My alarm goes off, I open my phone, check notifications, check Instagram, check
messages. I am always connected to multiple apps at any given point in the day. Our
online personas are impacted by the imagery we upload and our feeds are calculated
by algorithms. These trends flood apps such as Instagram, persuading us to purchase
by using our personal learned behavior to suggest what we should enjoy. If I click on
one “thirst trap,” my entire recommended feed is shirtless men perpetuating the
muscular Greek god body stereotype that is desirable, problematic, and
photographically embellished at the same time. Occasionally, I’ll check out one of the
many hookup or dating apps that are a blessing and a curse. I live in a major city that
praises and rewards impossible beauty standards. You can't walk into any given
restaurant and have a host that isn’t an aspiring actor or model. Therefore, when I click
on Scruff, I immediately see a grid of headless torsos flexing with all their might. In a
superficial way I do find some of these images desirable. One definition of desire is “to
have a strong wish for; to long for, covet, crave.''1 The question is, how do desires come
to be? There is a duality to our desires, pressure between what society deems attractive
or important and what we “discover” on our own. Although I mostly reference physical
1

"desire, v." OED Online, Oxford University Press, March 2022, www.oed.com/view/Entry/50881.
Accessed 1 May 2022.
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and sexual desire through the paintings I create, I also intertwine desire in the materials
I use, and the sensations they trigger when encountered. As I digest the deluge of
imagery on the digital screen, I translate it into my artwork through my painting process,
materiality, and imagery. In doing so, I translate my many desires through the mediation
of my painting.

I use paint, but I don’t classify myself as a traditional painter. Instead of layering
brush marks and reacting to a blank canvas, I start with a plan that emphasizes the
paint as a material object on its own. The work revolves around translation by
translating online images and translating the desires they evoke by hand. I have a
number of guidelines that I set for myself as I follow a structure to present both control
and destruction. The organic materiality of paint contradicts the obsessive gridded
structure. As shown in my section headings, I reflect on the online process of
persuasion of desires in key stages that I present in my work: glorification of desire,
criticality, rationalization, and rebellion. My work questions and balances the authorship
of these desires. Based on the creation of these algorithms and repeated imagery
online, I can assume that my feelings are shared by many.

Glorify & Seduce

The glorification of the male hypermuscular body is in no way new. The
hypermasculine pictorialization of leaders and gods, especially in Ancient Greece,
4

established this hierarchy as the personification of power and masculinity. This Grecian
hypermasculine aesthetic re-emerges throughout history and has become especially
prevalent in gay culture. More recent artists, specifically gay figurative artists, reference
and reflect on this desirable body type through its presentation in their work, or even
through its absence. This spectrum is evident in a range of work: from the obvious
queer artists like Tom of Finland to hetero-filtered, but now historically re-written,
“formally” celebrated artists like Marsden Hartley, George Tooker and David Hockney.
The overall acceptance of homoerotic themes has changed, therefore artists and critics
no longer turn a blind eye i.e., early critics only addressing Mapplethorpe's lighting and
disregarding his powerful homoerotic content. I am privileged to live in a time when I
can present this imagery as a queer individual without sacrifice.

It wasn’t that long ago that the American government took a stance on
homoerotic art. In the wake of the AIDS crisis, Senator Jesse Helms established the
Helms Amendments in 1987 that brutally attacked the queer community in prohibiting
federal funding in the National Endowment for the Arts (NEA) to materials that "promote
or encourage, directly or indirectly, homosexual activities."2 This not only affected queer
representation in the art world, but also prohibited funding to AIDS educational materials
at a time when thousands of people were dying and already ignored by the Reagan
administration. This censorship added fuel to the fire for groups to educate and
represent the neglected queer community during the AIDS epidemic. Due to the NEA
2

Koch, Edward I. “Senator Helms's Callousness toward AIDS Victims.” The New York Times, The
New York Times, 7 Nov. 1987,
https://www.nytimes.com/1987/11/07/opinion/senator-helms-s-callousness-toward-aids-victims.ht
ml.
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funding restrictions on “homoerotic” art, Robert Mapplethorpe’s retrospective in 1987,
The Perfect Moment, at the Corcoran Gallery was canceled not long after he died from
AIDS. This led to protests and the beginning of the culture wars. In a way, the ability to
now depict or even reference the male nude remains, and will always remain, a political
act. Most artists today can acknowledge queer themes out in the open, although
unfortunately they are still not accepted by all. This notion of desire in the figures I
depict goes beyond sexual emotion; it also has to do with the desire to be visible.

I reflect on desire through imagery and materiality. I find images online and on
social media that exemplify the hypermasculine image, from selfies to editorial
photography. The obsession to recreate these images connotes the desire and power
they hold over me while my process of painting them challenges this desire. I physically
manipulate a flat grid to replicate the curvilinear male body. Sometimes the image is a
straightforward portrait, selfie, headless torso, or multi-figure composition. After
morphing these images like a sculptor does out of clay, I translate them from their
flattened reality to physically 3-dimensional paint. I squeeze paint directly out the tube in
discrete units to create form; the squeezed paint wraps around the figures as if
emerging from the surface. The organic shapes feel soft and are sharply delineated at
the same time. Through process and manipulation the rounded, tube-like shape of the
paint often ends with a distinct sharp tip as I release pressure on the tube. The
sensation of comfort is disrupted as small occurrences of violence are dispersed. This
painting process conveys both wanting and impulse. The glistening flow of squeezed
paint as a material is luscious and exuberant. The material manifests desire through its
6

glossy, curvilinear tactility. In the process of making, I am mesmerized by this painting
application. Each extruded paint shape lands on the canvas with intention, focus,
reflection, and an ounce of terror, because mistakes are almost impossible to correct.
The viewer is confronted with the remnants of physical labor as the glossy extrusions of
paint inspire the urge to touch, but not without hesitation. The textural protrusions trigger
the sensorium. The push and pull of the locally orchestrated colors optically transfigures
into an accrued image that changes depending on the location of the viewer. The
reflected light hits the retina, stimulating electrical signals that bring the image to life.
The 3-dimensionality and texture of the paint incites touch and even the possibility of
taste or smell as it resembles something edible and sweet. The viewer may not find the
imagery desirable but they can connect to the desire invoked by the materiality before
them.

Each mark I create with the expulsion of paint has a purpose. My systematic
process requires a challenging reduced format, limiting the amount of moves in the
economy of marks, emphasizing each one’s purpose. The grid I start with serves as a
contradiction to the squeezed paint’s translation of desire, which I will expand upon
later, but it also represents the digital screen. The grid of dots resembles pixels or the
halftone dot that inspired the screen. Reference to the digital screen also symbolizes
our deluded fixation on our newest extension of self, our phones. The amount of marks I
paint depends on the size of the painting as only a certain amount of information can be
displayed. Therefore, I both limit and focus my pictorial language with the dot grid I
create. Essentially I zoom in and enlarge pixels so the imagery as a whole is formed by
7

a collection of squeezed marks that are individually manipulated. It is important to
disclose where the desire I’m discussing exists; this desire is disseminated on digital
devices from person to person.

Criticize

The obsession with muscularity also eats on desire and perpetuates this image
as the one and only desirable form. Gay hookup apps only allow a small selection of
images on one’s profile, therefore many physique-obsessed individuals post their gym,
shirtless, and naked selfies. There was a time when many people would write the
problematic “masc 4 masc”, indicating a preference for “masculine” presenting men,
ultimately suggesting the muscular body type as the epitome of masculinity. The use of
this term has decreased but the toxic masculinity it stems from has not. Instagram
influencers are selected for promotional campaigns but many of them are essentially
selling their body; the clickbait is their “perfect” physique. There are many categories of
interest on Instagram and our feeds adjust these through algorithms. It's impossible to
tell what came first, personal intrigue or persuasion. It’s important to note that, like most
things on social media, images are embellished using filters and editing software. The
actual physiques represented are created through countless hours at the gym, hardcore
diets, trainers, surgery, and at times steroids and supplements. The range of
hypermuscular bodies varies but there is no doubt that this appearance is unattainable
8

to many. As I reflected on desire earlier, my paintings are also critical in the
representation of the hypermuscular male-presenting body type through their material
choices and exaggerated forms. I’ve selected acrylic as my paint medium because of its
plastic appearance. Those who see oil paint as the epitome of paint due to its history
and earthy richness look down on acrylic for its plastic appearance. I use this
connotation to reference the artificial pictorial representations on social media. To
achieve the utmost plastic appearance I select high gloss paint. The glossiness and
discrete objectness of each extrusion of squeezed paint on the matte surfaces is
analogous to the overly produced, fake, and superficial imagery online.

In addition to the nature of acrylic paint, I also choose colors that are highly
saturated. Bright magentas and blues are used to represent the skin as I minimize
incorporating flesh tones or natural earthy colors. The imagery is recognizable but the
colors are seen as foreign; familiar but unfamiliar in their depiction. This adds another
layer of comprehension - image, labor, material, color. The marks may be limited but the
scale and cropped compositions are intimidating and voyeuristic. The scale of the
paintings and enlarged marks are meant to confront the viewer. The development of
photography brought to light the many ways of cropping life into an image, changing the
way painters compose compositions. Instead of representing an entire narrative like a
window into a world, something the formalist critic Clement Greenberg would disdain,
the crop establishes a point of emphasis. I’m inspired by Joan Semmel’s feminist
first-person crops and Harold Stevenson’s (1929 - 2018) enlarged beyond belief
cropped compositions. The forty-foot long, nine panel enormous painting The New
9

Adam by Harold Stevenson is a sight to see. The painting is of a cropped reclining male
nude modeled by Sal Mineo and an homage to Stevenson’s lover. It is confrontational,
sensual, and political at the same time. Due to the homoerotic imagery and scale,
Harold Stevenson was removed from an important Pop art Exhibition at the
Guggenheim in 1963, which included Roy Lichtenstein, Jim Dine, Jasper Johns, Andy
Warhol, James Rosenquist, and Stevenson’s replacement, Robert Rauschenberg. It’s
without a doubt that Stevenson’s career would have been quite different if kept in this
exhibition, and unfortunately his work still doesn't receive the credit it is due. The
Guggenheim acquired the painting 40 years later. Like Stevenson, my crops are
implemented to emphasize specific points of interest in each painting. From cropped
overly sculpted abs to pecs, the hypermuscular depictions come from boasting selfies
but veer into voyeurism with the exclusion of recognizable features.

Rationalize

The perfect grid serves as a system of organization. The grid as a substrate
represents perfection, but beyond this the use of the grid symbolizes a system of
control. While confronted with imagery online I oscillate between desire and criticality.
With the combination of the two as the drivers for my work, I attempt to decode and
rationalize my thoughts. The dot grid serves as an organizational tool to manage my
desires, which ultimately sublimates the imagery of the desirable male body into an
aesthetic order; the inner conflict of personal desire is displayed in the contradictory
10

pictorial applications. The paint tube also serves as a phallic object, releasing the
resulting “ejaculate” into an aesthetic order with the glossy and saturated dabs veiled by
the systematic grid. One traditional mindset of painting is to react in the moment and
intuitively respond to the subject before you; an unconscious flow of thoughts to the tip
of the brush. Many artists subvert the grid or remark on its order, some tend to follow its
structure or highlight its purpose, and others impose a more painterly eradication. In
terms of the tool used, I follow the grid like a draftsman, and the paint tube works like a
pen. By controlling the pressure and movement of the paint tube I create directions and
shadows to emphasize form. As I translate the image onto canvas I become somewhat
of a human 3-D printer, scanning back and forth over the surface. What interests me is
the attempt to replicate digital technology and the impossibility of doing so at the same
time. The intricate movements of the hand, quick reflexes, and even mistakes make the
process much more human than mechanical reproduction. The organic substance
excreted is less painterly and more sculptural. I consider the process a controlled
chaos. This dynamic highlights the importance of the tube as a tool. I reflect and expand
on the impact of the creation of the paint tube in the history of art.

The development of the paint tube is believed by many to have aided in the
invention of Impressionism. Created for the ease of transport and premixed colors, the
tube of paint allowed artists to focus on intuition and a sensory response to the subject
of their painting. Oil paint found in the tube initially tended to be thicker requiring a stiffer
brush, suggesting that it could have inspired the intense paint marks we know from
Impressionism. The decision to make a painting in a world after Duchamp and more so
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after the development of digital media means that you have chosen to reference the
long and colorful history of a medium sometimes referred to as “dead”. What I enjoy
about the tube is that I am transforming it from container to tool, elaborating on what
painters overlook as a means to an end.

Rebellion

The countless posts on social media are embellished photographic projections of
our daily lives. Instead of sharing and celebrating aspects of our lives, we have created
millions of individual brands, most prevalent in influencer culture. Selfies and clickbaits
have perpetuated the hypermuscular body type as it garners likes, followers, and
popularity. The photos posted are filled with lies; manipulated photography, editing and
concealed unhealthy diets. Steroids and harmful supplements are used frequently not in
just the gay community but as muscular standards have risen for actors and models that
want that look. Of course, there are safe ways to achieve this body type; I am not
against its existence but I question its effect on social media.

What’s interesting about photography is the belief that it inherently captures
reality, thus it must be the truest and most honest representation of life. This belief is the
reason why photography is the easiest form to disseminate lies and propaganda.
Editing photography isn’t new by any means, even during the Victorian era portraits
were “facetuned” in the darkroom using various retouching techniques to smooth skin
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and adjust facial structure. There are more secrets in photography than any other
medium, both in what is represented and what isn’t.

The internet has greatly amplified photographic reproduction as a mode for
dissemination of images. Due to the accessibility of the internet some artworks are
never seen in person. Sharing artwork on instagram has slowly changed how we see art
and even what we make. Depending on the artwork and quality of the photography, art
can either be accurately represented, embellished, or diminished. Artists tend to accept
the flattening of their work by making sleek paintings. The desire for instant gratification
by posting artwork for likes has affected the speed of painting; the results can be seen
in form, amount of works made, and content. I incorporate the 3-dimensional squeezed
paint out of the tube as a sort of rebellion to the idea that artwork, like life, can be
replicated and accurately represented online. The tactility of the paint is impossible to
convey through documentation. The imagery may translate online but the effect of the
work’s physicality can only be felt in person.

Conclusion

When sleeping our virtual selves continue to develop as people peruse profiles,
posts are added, and algorithms are updated. We continue to select lifestyles to project
to others online no matter how false or modified they may be. What we project and how
we attract others might not be different in real life but there is a physical separation of
13

the screen that allows more deceit to take place. Social media has allowed us to
connect to more people but maybe not connect more deeply. There is an element of
deception in the images shared. This new life we have created has affected how we
desire, how to become desirable, and in return influenced our desires. The display of
the hypermasculine male figure is one of many physical desires that has noticeably
changed due to social media. Through my actions online I have influenced this behavior
and become a target at the same time. I reflect on this by translating imagery and my
emotions through painting. The process from beginning to end requires intense
planning, dedication and reflection. The luscious dimensional paintings that result
trigger the senses and stimulate desires. As a gallery photographer, I know the
alterations that occur during documentation and sharing artwork online, which is similar
to how we edit our daily lives on social media. I decisively create work that requires
in-person viewing. Only the true nature of the painting can be felt in “real” life, beyond
the digital screen.
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